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Dear colleagues,
Reflecting back on 2021, we want to thank all our colleagues once again for sharing your ideas leading to valuable Innovation
projects – In 2022, we look forward to more fun, educational, groundbreaking projects in the name of SUSTAINABILITY and
DIGITALIZATION with you!
To Kick-off this year, we highlight a few of our early-bird tweets and we hope it gives you all the needed boost to do things
differently.
First and foremost, we have decided to elevate some of our employees by organizing a series of hackathons with Python coding
as the core of our initiative. Furthermore, we are happy to share with you that we have become part of a project called
Aprendio in the prosperity of increasing our technical capabilities within XR. Lastly, we invite you for another voting session to
our upcoming Innovation Coffee Time.
We look forward to an exciting 2022 with you!

The Innovation Team - Alexia, Martin and István

Python coding sessions
k

In February we launch our Python coding hackathon series with the aid of Simon
Dibbern from Trifork. The aim of the series is to build important competences to those
who wanted to emerge in the World of coding, and we hope that all participants will be
able to enjoy the fruit of this unique opportunity throughout their careers. And what is
a series of training without fun and competition? To answer this question, we will host
a hacking competition at the end of the series where the participants have to bring
their A-game!

Aprendio
The Innovation Team has joined a project called Aprendio with partners from Maersk
Training, Virsabi, Force Technology, Danish Shipping, SIMAC, Furuno, and AAU.
Aprendio sets to be the first platform for the maritime business, focusing solely on
connecting front line learners with creators of high impact and immerse high quality
learning experiences, especially through XR (AR, VR, MR, SR. The platform functions as
a multi-dimensional development hub with emphasis built on knowledge-sharing and
learning-by-doing experiences.
Reach out to Innovation if you want to know more!

ICT Vote
And here we are again – We ask you to design the path for our next ICT session! As we
initiated our new sustainability agenda, we kindly ask you to decide between diving
into how digitalization strategies contribute to sustainability, or the impact of fundings
when we address projects that directly affect the UN Sustainable Development goals.
Cast your vote

here and let´s see who wins!

